
John Turner
The Phillips decision caused some doubt as to the proper handling of 'substitute for returns'?  You mean those "dummy" returns prepared by IRS that have been held not to be valid returns?



John Turner
Excuse me?  The "Notice" (NOD) itself serves as an original filing under 6020(b)???  How can the statutory Notice of Deficiency serve as an original filing of a return?  Maybe some statutes need some degree of "interpretation", but this is a STRETCH!  We might as well nickname the Internal Revenue Code "Gumby"!



John Turner
Translation: As the SCCB unit did more SFR assessments, the collection guys faced an increasingly higher number of upset taxpayers.  They were being jacked up by Collections, and then told they could not file a return to replace the SFR return and claim their spouse (which would lower their tax due).  Talk about kicking 'em when they're down.  Now you get the drift with the phraseology "...coordinating with Chief Counsel on a broader interpretation of this authority to address the potential customer relations problem..."



John Turner
You read it correctly.  They just said that an SFR is the same as an audit adjustment.  Translation: for there to be an audit, there must be a return to "examine".  The "dummy" (not legally valid) return gets a module opened on the Masterfile (as if you had actually filed a return yourself).  Once that happens they behave as if there is a retun to audit, they see W-2's/1099's, they treat it as underreported income, issue the "Deficiency" and you're cooked!

John Turner
You see!  They know that assessing via 6020(b) is not the same as assessing via SFR.  It is true, BMF's are not entitled to appeal in Tax Court as with income tax.  But they avoid making the real point here.  The REAL difference between them is that assessing via 6020(b) is allowed ONLY for BMF returns, NOT 1040's.  They are stuck with no legal way to  prepare 1040 returns and assess you if you fail to file!


